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Since babies are so small and delicate, they are extremely vulnerable to any sorts of infection. So
while you plan to buy baby gifts for your baby or for someone else's baby, you should make sure
that the gifts do not cause any harm to the baby.

Until a baby learns to walk, it lies in the bed for 24 hours. It sleeps between its parents but it might
not feel comfortable enough to share the same bed with mommy and daddy. So when it comes to
baby gifts why don't you gift the baby a beautiful sleeper? A sleeper is a small bed resembling a
basket that is cozy and comfortable. There wouldn't be any chance of an adult rollover.

Foldable baby bath tubs can be excellent baby gifts too. Made of hard plastic, these bath tubs are
easily foldable. These are easy to clean and their portability makes them essential equipments that
must be carried while traveling with a baby.

Diaper cakes are perhaps the best baby gifts that anyone can gift to a baby. Although the term
''cakes'' is used, these are not edible cakes as they are made of diapers. A number of disposable
diapers are arranged in a circular fashion in three or more layers to resemble a cake. And to make
them attractive some baby products like baby oil, baby powder, feeding bottles etc are used as the
icings to these diaper cakes.

Babies are easily vulnerable to cold. To prevent that from happening you can gift items that can
keep the baby warm. So you can think of gifting baby blankets as baby gifts. If the baby is a boy
then buy a blue blanket and if the baby is a girl then go for a pink one. It would be interesting if you
can get these blankets personalized with the nick name of the baby and the date of its birth.

The best thing that you can do is to buy a baby gift basket for the baby. Baby gift baskets are
excellent baby gifts given the fact that you can get a number of baby products at a reduced rate.
These baby gift baskets usually contain products like soft baby towels, cute baby bibs, soft and
comfortable bodysuits, washcloths, burp pads and cozy baby blankets. Other than these wonderful
ideas you can also opt for the traditional gift items like baby clothes, soft toys, dolls or cute baby
pillows.
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